1. **Sharon Heights**
   This site has a large grocery store open 24 hours, Safeway, deli, coffee shop, and other restaurants.

2. **West Menlo Park**
   Starbuck’s Coffee, Dutch Goose bar, Lulu’s Mexican, and Luttiken’s Deli. These are all good spots.

3. **Stanford Shopping Center**
   This is a large, upscale shopping center. It has many coffee shops and restaurants.

4. **Menlo Park**
   Downtown Menlo Park has many restaurants, coffee shops, and Drager’s, an upscale international grocery store.

5. **Palo Alto**
   Downtown Palo Alto is a typical college town. It has many bars, restaurants, coffee shops, and essential stores.

6. **Ladera**
   This is a very small strip mall but it does have a good deli and a good asian lunch spot.